
 

 
Issue: 18 

Breaking Boundaries 
Learning is Everything, Everything is Learning 

  
Date: Friday 19th July 

 
Dear Parents/ Carers,  
 
So here we are with a special edition of our Greenside Newsletter as we celebrate the end of the 2018-2019 academic 
year - and what a glorious year it has been. 
 
Today we are sharing our memories with a special message from each class and teacher and reflecting on the last 
week and a half of term. 
 
May I take this opportunity to say a huge ‘thank you’ to all of our parents/ carers and other family members who have 
helped make this such a positive and happy year for our students - we are so lucky to have such a warm and 
supportive community and it is always appreciated. 
 
I would like to also say a ‘thank you’ and ‘good luck’ to our families who leave us this week when their daughter/ son go 
off to secondary school and they have no more Greenside children - may we wish you all such happy and wonderful 
futures - do come back for the Winter Fair! 
 
We have had such fun over the past few days with our Reception, Y2 and Y6 Graduations, Y6 celebrations and, of 
course at Green-Day. We were so proud of everyone and what special occasions our Graduation ceremonies were - 
we are so lucky to be Greenside! 
 
This week we extend our thanks and best wishes to the following members of staff who leave us: 
Amal Yucef and Taylor Harrison - both of whom have worked as TAs with us this year - we wish them lots of success 
for the future. 
Stepahnie Duncan - thanks you for ‘stepping in’ to work with our Y5 class in January Stephanie - we wish you lots of 
happiness for the future. 
Julie Chan-Sing - Julie has worked in the Greenside Office for a number of years and then over the past 2 years she 
has been the 1st ever Operations Manager at GGL. Julie leaves us for a new job as a SBM closer home. 
I know you will join me in wishing them all a happy new adventure! 
 
On a sadder note we also say goodbye to Lena G - after such a rich and happy existence we are so sorry to close 
Lena G and to lose them from our Federation. We wish every student and member of staff a restful summer and a 
peaceful, happy future. 
 
We hope you all received your daughter/ son’s end of year report yesterday - it was a pleasure for Robin and I to read 
and comment on the achievements and progress of our students - reflecting such a fab year for our young people. 
We are delighted that our Greenside attendance has improved this year - reaching 97% - quite an achievement and 
well above the national average so thank you to all our families for contributing to this. 
 
After what we hope will be a  glorious summer for you all - we look forward to seeing you all bright and early on 
Thursday 5th September. Our teachers and support staff will be back on Monday 2nd September for 3 CPD Days and 
if you need anything over the holiday I can be reached on email. 
 
Wishing you all a wonderful summer. 
 
Many best wishes 
Karen 
 
 



 
 

1. Message from the Head of School 
 
Dear Greenside families,  
We have reached the end of this academic year and what an incredible one it has been! We moved from incredible 
Shakespeare films to the Museum of Curiosity to Green Day and everything in between. We feel so lucky at Greenside to 
have students who are so excited about learning and willing to try new experiences and challenges. It makes coming into 
school so great and inspires us to keep offering bigger and better experiences. Our teachers work so hard every day to 
inspire, support and have fun with the students and they do an excellent job of it. We are thankful for you, our wonderful 
families, who entrust us with your children and turn out in your droves to support our performances, fairs and fundraisers. 
Thank you to our PSA for organising so many events that we have been able to fund new playground equipment! This will 
be happening over the summer so make sure you're first at the gates in September. My final words are saved for our Y6 
students who start a new adventure today. Well done to each and every one of you! We are so proud of you and know that 
you are ready to take on the world. This will always be your school and the door will always be open to you. Have a lovely 
summer everyone. See you in September - we've already got the new plans in motion! 
Robin Yeats - Head of School 
 

 

2. Sharing our Learning 
The film choices at Greenside this year have been exciting and, at times, rather challenging.  
The end of year test results are promising and show what potential our students have for next year! 
Our Class Teachers tell us: 
 
a) Nursery - Eco Dancers! 
Christina Morra proudly tells us: “What a lovely year we've had in Nursery! We've 
made some cherished memories and lots of new friends. In September, everything 
was new to us. We needed some help and reassurance to explore the world around 
us. Now, as we approach the end of the school year, we've grown and matured into 
such confident and independent learners. We are constantly taking risks and trying 
new things. Through our diverse topics and interesting films, we have experienced a 
wide range of learning opportunities. We have become "eco warriors" through David 
Attenborough and dancing queens through the music of ABBA. We hope you have enjoyed learning as 
much as we've enjoyed teaching you and watching you grow. We wish everyone a happy and safe 
summer holiday and we hope that you will continue to stay curious! Lots of love, from Ms Morra and the Nursery team! “ 
 
b) Reception - Food and Farming 
Kimberley Buchanan reports: “In Reception this half 
term we have had a wonderful time with our 
learning. Much of our learning experiences have 
been focused around one exciting thing: our ducks! 
As part of our theme of Food and Farming, the 
students went to a real farm, learning all about the 
animals and jobs real farmers have to do. It was an 
important trip for us, as it got us ready for our own 
project, looking after 6 ducklings of our own. 
Unfortunately, Doris didn’t make it out  of the egg, and the realities of farming hit home. But we were grateful for our 5 other 
ducklings who thrived under our care and became such a loving part of our class. We were heartbroken to say goodbye to 
them when they grew so big, but hope they are now enjoying more space on their new farm. As well as ducks, we learnt so 
much about the journey of our food and the importance of sustainable local farming. We loved our documentary too. It was 
also good to see the Learning Garden come full circle this term, and return to a green sun filled spot; teeming with wildlife 
and plants! 
Thank you to everyone for supporting our students’ progress and we wish you all a happy holiday.” 
 
 
 
 
 

 



c) Y1 - Sweeping Greenside 
Katie Trapp tells us: “This summer term we have been looking at Mary Poppins. One week that was especially exciting was 
when our Y1 students  were chimney sweeps! Y1 went round our Greenside site to evaluate different classrooms and sweep 
their rooms, for a price of course. We earned lots of money and we counted all our coins at the end. Mr Mahara’s classroom 
was particularly messy!  
 
I could not have asked for a more inspirational, bubbly, motivated class as the current Y1 group. Each one of them has such 
a unique personality and they all respect and admire each other’s differences. They have been such a joy to work with 
through the year and I am immensely proud of each and every one of them and what they have achieved. They continue to 
surprise and make me laugh everyday and I am 100% confident they will all go on to achieve fantastic things next year and 
beyond - wishing all or families  a restful and fun summer.” 
 
d) Y2 - Changing of the Guards and Key Stages! 
A delightful message from Laura Gilroy: And here we are; Key Stage 2 tests, moderation and 
graduation have passed us and Y2 is now complete. What a journey we’ve all had, myself fully 
included! Y2 has truly been one of the best things that has happened to me, both professionally 
and personally. The wonderful students have provided me with so much love, pride, challenge, 
laughter - the list could go on -  and I couldn’t have asked for a better cohort to carry me through 
my NQT year at Greenside. We’ve done so much learning this year, from our very first film 
Homeward Bound to the completely abstract Fantasia, all with their own challenges. But Y2 
rose to these challenges on every occasion and never failed to disappoint with their unending 
enthusiasm and ‘can-do’ attitude. The year has been so well rounded off with our final class trip having taken place just two 
days ago. We had been looking at the royalty aspect within our film Shrek and so to open our minds to what royalty are 
exposed to regularly, we decided to visit Buckingham Palace to see the Changing of the Guards ceremony take place in the 
morning. The students were so excited to see the soldiers and live band playing, as well as the ‘big, fuzzy hats’ (Albert) 
trooping past us and, although it was over fairly quickly, they had a great time. Afterwards, we had our lunch and a run 
around in the beautiful St James’ Park, followed by a visit to the mighty impressive Waterstones in Piccadilly. Students were 
in awe at the sheer size of the store and loved having time to look at lots of books and choose which, if any, they would like 
to buy. We all made it back on to the District Line and everywhere I looked, readers were buried deep into their new stories, 
so lovely to see! Have a look at some of our photos of the day. I would like to offer my gratitude to the parents/ carers who 
have supported both the class and myself over the last year, you made my job so much easier knowing you were behind us 
at each and every step. Also to the Greenside staff for taking me on as an NQT and giving me invaluable advice along the 
way. And finally, to the students of the newly graduated KS1 for giving me such wonderful memories to hold on to and 
making me so proud of all their achievements, big and small. I will miss you all next year but cannot wait to see what else 
you conquer! With very best wishes to all for a lovely summer holiday, I look forward to hearing all about it in September! 
Laura Gilroy  
 
e) Y3 - The Sound of Students 
A lovely message from Joanne Rundel: “This week in Y3 we have been 
reflecting on the past year and how far we have all come and what 
progress we have made individually and as a class.  We have been 
using our maths times tables knowledge to create 3D board games, 
based off the films we have studied this year. Some students made 
tunnel scenes on their board from The Spiderwick Chronicles, while 
others made mountain scenes from The Sound of Music.  We used our 
world ready skills to think about the different roles we would need to 
have in our groups and how to make our board games. We hope you like 
our pictures. We have reached the end of Maria’s journey in The Sound of Music, and 
thought about how she will be moving to live with the family, just as Y3 will be moving into 
Y4. 
  
We have loved being creative this year, and have made sweets to sell with Mr Potts from 
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, created our own monster rooms, and created movie set 
scenes. We have been on many trips including the Science museum, Chiswick Park 
Gardens, The London Docklands, and visits to local attractions near Greenside. All 
students in Y3 have behaved beautifully on our trips and we have made some brilliant 
memories. 
It has been a wonderful year getting to know everyone in the class, we’ve worked well together and I will miss walking into 
my Y3 class in September! Thank you Y3 for making the classroom a really happy and encouraging place to be. I hope 

 



everyone has a fantastic, restful summer and I look forward to meeting my new class when we return.” 

 

f) Y4 - Bold as Bollywood 

James Tilden explains: “Since I joined Greenside as a Y4 teacher in January of this year, I have been blown away by the 
inquisitive, talented young minds of this class. Our students  have spoken eloquently and maturely about some incredible 
SMSC topics, including Brexit, climate change, and sentimental value; these contributions to important and grown up 
conversations will always stick with me as a testament to who these students truly are. Their enthusiasm always finds itself 
creating amazing things: everything from a Museum of Curiosity, Green Day menu items, to roller coaster diagrams. Their 
energy always makes for incredible outcomes: the way they sang and danced during Green Day, especially some amazing 
performances from Mirelly, Mary, Kamita, and Juliana, as well as from Jahmai, Andrè, and Nejim. 
 
This half-term has been especially exciting. The students approached a Bollywood film, with dialogue entirely in Hindi, about 
wrestling with massive interest and engagement. They were glued to the screen to find out the real-life story of Geeta 
Phogat, India’s first gold medalist in the Commonwealth Games. They learnt all about Indian culture, Bollywood, and 
filmmaking with such maturity and eagerness that it was quite inspiring and begged the question, “what other cultures and 
films could this class explore?” 
 
I cannot believe that this year has gone by so quickly. It always seems like a cliché to say that time flies, but at Greenside, 
it’s truer than ever. Time, and all of our amazing experiences this year, flew straight into the summer. Ms Webber, and I  wish 
all Y4s (and all Greensiders) a wonderful, fun, relaxing summer! See you in September! 
 
g) Y5 - Inspired by History 
Stephanie Duncan recalls: “I have had a great time over the span 
of the last three terms with Greenside Y5 students exploring and 
learning through the  film and also learning a lot from each other. 
From Cosmos, Life of Pi, Pocahontas to our final film 
Hairspray, Y5 students have been excited to take on different 
challenges in English, Maths and Science. This term we have 
enjoyed working on our STEM project, to create the next episode 
of the Corny Collins Show (creating props, music, scripts, 
choreographing dance and practicing our singing). We have been 
inspired to be active citizens of 2019 in our research, writing and 
learning about the civil rights movement in America in the 1960s 
and thinking about how injustice still exists today (writing letters to 
Donald Trump). In science we have enjoyed learning about 
materials and have thought about how different materials are 
used for props and costumes. This week we have continued our 
learning about irreversible and reversible mixtures (in Science) 
and fractions (in Maths) by mixing together ingredients for 
cupcakes which we then got to decorate and enjoy! Way to go Year 5 on finishing the year so well! Happy 
Summer break Y5, it is well deserved! I wish you all the greatest of successes! 
 
h) Y6 - Leave Greenside with our love & best wishes 
Daniel Mahara tells us proudly and with tears: “Moving on to secondary school is a huge moment in everyone's life. Our Y6 
class have reached that point. The big question they may be asking themselves is 'Am I ready?' And put simply, they are.  

I have been fortunate enough to teach them for the last two years and it has been an absolute pleasure - in fact, it has been 
two of the best years since I started teaching.  
One of the first things that I noticed about this class is how much they enjoy laughing. This is a shared characteristic that has 
made our classroom a happy, positive place since the first day. Each student who has been with us has contributed 
something special to it and they will all be a part of one another’s Greenside memories. 

Simply watching this class interact, in class and in the playground, proves how much they genuinely care for each other – 
even if sometimes they might not like to admit it! They have made many friendships. Some which have lasted for hours, 
some for days but many for years. I am sure that these will continue well into the future. It is their experiences at Greenside 
which have formed these relationships.  

 



Academically, these students have had the perfect attitude to learning: independent, determined and curious. In all subjects, 
they recognise the importance of hard work and what they can achieve through personal effort. This year, our learning kicked 
off playing American Football for Remember the Titans which went on to inspire our writing for the week. We used The 
Truman Show to explore how social media is changing the way we live. All Is Lost inspired our 'Safety at Sea' instructional 
texts which were written alongside the student's Ray Mears style films. Finally, the students contributed to the Y6 production 
of The Lion King. Despite the heat, they rehearsed with so much dedication and enthusiasm to produce a remarkable 
performance. 

There were so many incredible trips for Y6 this year. Our visit to the Royal Albert Hall for Cirque du Soleil’s Totem was 
certainly one to remember. Our students were completely mesmerised by the show and used the experience to build their 
own models of a stage mechanism. We were visited by Rolls Royce engineers who said they had never felt more redundant. 
The class had designed Rolls Royce quality mechanisms before the engineers even had a chance to get involved. Of 
course, the Y6 residential was most students’ favourite experience. They faced their fears and took on some terrifying 
challenges like the Leap of Faith and the 3G swing! 

This class is a perfect example of what makes Greenside such a great school. I have taken so much from working with them 
– particularly the way they dealt with some very difficult challenges. My memories of this class will be mainly of fun and 
laughter but also of the academic progress they have made. 

 

 
3a) Green-Day for Good Chance 
At 1.00pm exactly on Monday the sun shone 
at its brightest and the music began! 
Our students sang, danced and enjoyed 
enormous fun especially when it came to 
performing our Abba medley and Dance 
Pledge - there is something very special 
about all of our students from Nursery to Y6 
sharing these moments and Monday was no 
exception. Adorned by the beautiful tie-dye T. shirts our students made they entered into the 
gentle and relaxed mood of the festival.  
The event was a fundraising occasion for Good Chance - several of whom enjoyed the 
afternoon with us and I am thrilled to say from the event and with some sponsorship from the 
lovely EPM we raised £1000 - quite amazing! 
Yesterday I received the following message from Naomi and a little film of Naomi and Dina 
singing a thank you with Joe & Joe (our writers of The Jungle) 
  
Dear Karen, 
We all had the most wonderful time yesterday - what a totally joyful, creative, inspirational day, 
we loved it! Thank you so much for inviting us, and for everything you and everyone at 
Greenside have done to support Good Chance, we are so immensely grateful. 
 
In the interests of haste as it’s the end of term, we made this little video which we hope can be played/sent to the students 
(and maybe even to the parents?!) this week as a thank you message from us. Though there really aren’t enough words to 
express our thanks - so in true Greenside/Good Chance style we decided to do it in a song! 
 
You are a true inspiration Karen. 
With so much love from all of us at Good Chance xx 
 
May I echo the thank you from Good Chance - it was such a lovely way to have fun and help others! 

 

 



3b) Crews for Good Chance  
 
a) Crew 1 - Y1 & Y2 - Decorations & Games 
 
 
We had the most amazing time through the whole experience of 
Green Day from start to end!! 
They were super proud of their decorations and games ideas 
(which were very popular on the day) 
Their knowledge of Abba songs alone is something they will 
remember forever! 
 
Here are some memorable moments from the day captured in pictures and we hope you enjoyed this wonderful occasion as 
much as the KS1 students and staff did? 
 
 
 
b) Crew 2 - Y3 & Y4 - Food & Fun 
Our special Crew led the festival food set up and I'm sure all festival goers will agree - it was pretty spectacular.  
Over the weeks leading up to Green-day, our crew explored the food from cultures across the world: ceviche salad, spicy 
chickpeas and so many more. We decided on the most delicious menu and then began to put it into action. 
The Menu: 
- Nachos covered in cheese & salsa 
- Halloumi burgers 
- Refreshing nojitos 
- Ice cream to cool us all off 
The 'eating zone' of the festival was the perfect place for students to share their lunch during the final week of an amazing 
year. It prepared everybody for the wonderful performances that followed. 
 
c) We rocked you! 
Green-Day was billed as the event of the year and it definitely hit the mark! The PR crew's work was largely done before the 
event, putting the word on the street. Our students pushed out Instagram posts, lots of amazing posters, invites, tickets 
designed over at RPM with professional computer designers. We made podcasts and behind the scenes videos that built the 
excitement at Greenside each week and even did some talent scouting from Hammersmith Academy and Chiswick - this 
was all the work of the PR crew! Our final offering to the day was the two huge banners that backed our stage. Every student 
helped to paint them and really bring out the vibe and colour of the occasion. So on the day, it was all about the 
performances from the PR crew and I know we're biased but we definitely rocked everyone with our version of  
We Will Rock You. Admit it - you were rocked! With the dance pledge and the Abba tribute, it was a great day and a 
wonderful way to end the summer term.  

 

4. A Message from our Deputy Head - George Webber  
I cannot believe it is the end of the school year - and what a year it has been! There have been so many brilliant moments 
but I thought I would pick a few out for special mention. The first special moment was when we were able to share our 
Shakespeare Festival with everyone. Our students worked so hard to produce those fantastic films - I am sure you will all 
agree we had some very moving and powerful performances, and it was wonderful to see how engaged they all were with 
these complex stories. We also had the art exhibition to accompany the film festival which interpreted the three stories in a 
range of different ways. Inspiring stuff! 
The second moment I wanted to share was our Museum of Curiosity. This allowed us to delve into some really ‘big 
questions’ and to explore some interesting concepts like the evolution of different species, how fashion has shaped the world 
and the changing nature of transport. It was great to welcome so many families into the exhibition and to interact with the 
exhibits created by our students.  
The final moment has to be our spectacular Green Day Festival this week. This was a great way to celebrate and to share 
our love of music. It was so wonderful to have our students curate this event from start to finish - from tie dying T.shirts, to 
making games, from preparing guacamole to making podcasts, from digital giveaways to bunting, our students were 
responsible for everything. One of the highlights was being able to have our students prepare the food and to be able to 
share it with our families outside before singing and dancing our way through the repertoire of show tunes.  
A real Greenside event! 

 



  

Thanks to all of our Greenside community for making this such a colourful and fun filled year. Happy summer everyone! 
 
Just a final quick reminder that from September all of our students from Nursery to Y6 will be expected to have a school 
lunch, there will be no packed lunches. The food will be even better next year thanks to our fab Lunch Team! 
 
George Webber 

 

5. A Message from our EYFS Leader - Kimberley Buchanan 
A Year in EYFS: 
1. September: So many new faces, and some old ones too! A few tears, but lots of sun, and so many new things to explore 
and think about. 
2. October: Settled in and in the swing of things! We love learning about London and all the landmarks that make our city 
special. We had our first trips, around Shepherds Bush and to the National Portrait Gallery 
3. November: The leaves are turning, and so are we- to our next Film & Learning Theme! We're learning about Forests, 
which of course means visiting a few. From Kew, to Chiswick, to Hampstead.  
4. December: A month of magic. This month we've learnt about fairies and mysteries in the Forest, as well as getting ready 
for Father Christmas of course! He even came to watch our Nativity play! 
5. January: We turn this month to the high seas! Learning about plastic and pollution and the consequences of our actions 
on the planet, inspired lots of our STEM tasks. So while the nature in the Learning Garden paused for the winter, our 
learning in the classroom was just getting started. 
6. February: The weather is still cold, so the perfect opportunity to get even colder, learning about Polar Exploration! We've 
been following in Ernest Shackleton's footsteps (admittedly, just around the Learning Garden- but it's just as cold!) 
7. March: Signs of life are emerging outside in the Learning Garden, but are there signs of life on Mars? In our new topic on 
Space we aimed to answer this question and so many more. For instance, do we have what it takes to tackle Ms Pearson's 
astronaut boot camp? 
8. April: Space seems so far, but this month we learnt that it can have a big impact on our planet. Just ask the dinosaurs! Oh 
wait, no, we can't... 
9. May: All the wee timorous beasties are emerging in the Spring sunshine, and so are the insects too! Ha! As our Learning 
Garden turns green once more, what better way to celebrate than with the 3rd Annual Ugly Bug Ball! 
10. June: As our supermarkets fill their shelves with delicious fruits and vegetables this month, we learnt more about their 
journey and turned our hand to farming ourselves- looking after our 5 beautiful ducklings! This month has been spent 
waddling, paddling, swimming- and cleaning up lots of poo. The reality of farming and looking after animals!  
11. July: A month for reflection. Look how big we are! Look what we can do now! Look at how much we've learnt! We have 
so many memories of a wonderful year, and look forward to a big long rest this summer, ready to do it all again in the next! 

 

6. Summer Fun! 
Last year we shared some wonderful moments for our Greenside Summer Fun Challenge! 
It would be fab if as many people as possible could join in this summer. 
All you have to do is to help your daughter/ son send me a piece of writing capturing their day on Wednesday 14th August - 
it doesn’t matter if you are in an exotic land for the day, spending the day with family, or just enjoying a book in the summer 
sun. If you can send me a picture too that would be even better. 
 
So wherever you are, whatever you are doing on Wednesday 14th August - email me at karenbs@greensideschool.org and 
let me know what our Greenside community are doing that day! 
I shall enjoy hearing from our students in the holiday. 

 
 
Have a wonderful summer holiday and see you all bright and early on Thursday 5th September. 
Karen 

 
Karen Bastick-Styles – Executive Head  
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